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Installation Instructions
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STEP 1

For WOOD FRAME: Choose location for lock on door.
For ADA Compliance, TeacherLock should be mounted
between 34” and 48” inches above floor and directly
above door lever. If door opening is outward in the
direction of egress, check to see which side the door
knob/handle is on. Affix template according to the orientation for left or right-hand door openings. In all
cases, Teacherlock should be on the door-handle side
of the door. Measure height and verify that the template is perpendicular to the door frame using a carpenter’s square. Fold template along the line so that the bolt hole is butted and square with frame. Affix
template with adhesive tape. Please note that the photo indicates a left-hand opening door. For righthand opening, please use right-hand template. FOR METAL FRAME: Move Template away from the frame
by 1/-2 to 3/4 inch to allow for the surface mount strike. The test for clearance with the surface mount
strike before drilling holes in the door! Please make sure that the template is perpendicular to the door
frame. For doors that swing inwardly toward occupancy, please order our “flush-mount keeper” system
and refer to instructions.*

STEP 2
Drill 4 holes through template and completely through door
using 3/8” drill bit. Please drill perpendicular to the door surface. These holes are used for securing the lock to the door
using the (3) architectural binding bolts and one outside key
hole. A pilot hole is suggested using a 1/8 inch bit.
Using a 3/8 inch drill bit, drill a hole for the outside door key,
completely through door as indicated on the template. On left
-hand door swings, this will be the upper hole as indicated on
the template. FOR FLUSH MOUNT APPLICATIONS – PLEASE
REFER TO FLUSH MOUNT KEEPER INSTRUCTIONS!
*Please note that certain building codes require a single-motion egress. In this case, Teacherlock may be mounted directly above
the door lever so that the egress button on the TeacherLock device is engaged at the same time the door handle is being grasped.
This simultaneous engagement of disengaging the door lock while grasping the door addresses the intent of the single-motion requirement to unlatch the door. The unlatching operation is easily performed in the dark, under stress, without prior knowledge or
training, without pinching, firm grasping, or twisting of the wrist.
Please note that we offer shim plates at an additional cost if the bolt hole in the frame needs to be further away from the edge
where the door closes against the frame. Alternatively, a piece of aluminum plate will work for shimming. Just drill 3/8 inch holes
through plate stock similar to the door portion of the template.

STEP 3 THIS STEP IS ONLY FOR NON-FLUSH MOUNT APPLICATIONS! FOR FLUSH MOUNT APPLICATIONS,
PLEASE REFER TO FLUSH MOUNT KEEPER INSTRUCTIONS.
For METAL FRAMES: Do not drill through metal frame for
bolt hole. The Surface Mount Strike is used instead.
For WOOD FRAMES: Using a center punch and hammer,
score a mark on the frame in the center of the bolt hole and
two mounting holes for the keeper plate. Using a 5/8 inch
drill bit, drill a hole into the frame. Please make sure the
drill hole is at least 1” deep.
This step may alternatively be accomplished by mounting
TeacherLock to the door and extending the bolt using the
activator until it touches the frame. Draw a circle around
the bolt on the frame. Then, open the door and drill a 5/8
inch hole through the frame using a 5/8 inch bit or a pilot
hole and then a step drill bit for metal.

Step 4

For wood door frames: use 2 #10x3”
wood screws to attach plate. It is a
good idea to pre-drill a pilot hole for
the 3” inch screws.

For metal door frames , use two sheet metal screws for attaching
surface strike to the frame. Please make sure that the strike is
centered on the bolt in the extended (locked) position and that
the bolt moves freely
Step 5
Insert the barrel portion of the three(3) Architectural Binding
Bolts into the 3/8 inch holes. They may need to be tapped in
with a hammer. The knurled end of the Architectural Bolt
should fit snugly into door. Affix the outside key plate with
two #8-1” wood or sheet metal screws depending on your
door material.

Step 6—For doors that are not fire-rated, this step is optional.

Insert supplied Insert Nut into outside keyhole on occupancy side of door.

A pan head hex screw has been provided for inserting into the outside door
keyhole.
This must fastener must be removed for emergency access to the outside
keyhole. NFPA 80 requires that no holes are left in a fire door assembly.
Holes in listed fire doors must be filled with a steel fastener.

Step 7

Insert supplied Shim Plate between door and Body of TeacherLock.

Mount TeacherLock body to the door using the fasteners supplied with
three(3) architectural binding bolts. Please be sure that the lock is square
to the door frame. Do not tighten until all three architectural bolts have
been loosely threaded. (Wood door shown. Metal door has Surface
Strike)

STEP 8

Test for smooth functioning. The bolt should not bind up on
the sides of the frame. Adjust as necessary

Test for outdoor key function. The key should slide smoothly
through hole and may need to be rotated into the correct position to push against the top of the lever, thereby disengaging
the bolt. It is important to make sure that this hole is free of
debris.

Optional Flushmount Strike Instructions
The flushmount strike is used for inward swinging doors. The strike plate fits in the gap between the door
and the door frame as shown. The TeacherLock can be mounted similarly to wood frame instructions since
the bolt will throw past the frame surface. Please align the flush mount plate as shown and fasten to metal
frame with sheet metal screws or wood frame
with three inch wood screws. The frame or
door may need to be adjusted to have enough
gap in order to install the plate and so the door
swings freely. After the plate is affixed to the
frame it may be slightly adjusted laterally by
bending slightly with pliers to ensure free swing
of the door. Please make sure the door gap is
at the maximum allowed by manufacturer.
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